Our Vision – Our Dream!

To set the benchmark in campus recreation through creative programming with state of the art equipment, innovative technology, and competent staff; provide excellent customer service; educate individuals so they can pursue a more positive lifestyle.

Our Mission – Our Reason for Being!

The Department of Campus Recreation, which is housed within the Division of Student Affairs, contributes to the general mission statement of West Chester University. Our guiding principle is to afford co-curricular activities that coincide with the overall development and growth of the University community, based on the seven dimensions of wellness.

Our campus recreation program serves the University community through an array of quality diverse opportunities, which foster personal, recreational, physical, ethical, social, and leadership development. The program addresses a myriad of recreational forms such as competitive, instructional, informal, and social or a combination thereof. Through such programming, we inspire and promote a positive, pursuit of a healthy lifestyle, and lifelong learning.

Inclusive Recreation

The goal of our Inclusive Recreation program is not only to improve serving our WCU University Community with disabilities, but to improve the knowledge of our campus recreation staff on how to accommodate persons with disabilities in physical wellness and recreation venues in order to improve campus climate. Inclusive recreation at WCU, is the idea that physical pursuits are available and beneficial to all individuals including those who may need physical, emotional, or cognitive support in order to make their recreation experiences safe and successful. Our goal is simple, encourage individuals with disabilities to feel welcomed in the culture of fitness and wellness.